1. Abstract

This draft describes an enhancement over the current iTrace proposal such that we can trace more closely to the DDoS slaves faster.
1. Introduction:

The probability of iTrace message generation on a particular router in the current internet draft is static and small (about 1 over 20,000 packets) such that the overhead introduced by the iTrace messages is small. However, if each DDoS slave produces a relatively small amount of attack traffic, then, it might take a long time for a nearby router to generate a valuable iTrace packet. Statistically, routers closer to the victim will generate "useful" iTrace messages toward the true victim faster than the routers closer to the true slaves.

For example, we have one DDoS victim, X and R is one of the router forwarding DDoS traffic toward X. When the router R generates an iTrace message, the iTrace probability 1/20,000 is for all the packets being sent through e[x]. If the packet rate for e[x] is 10,000 packets per second, then, statistically one useful iTrace packet will be generated in about 2 seconds. However, if the packet rate is 100 packets per second, then the time will be 200 seconds. If a slave (attacking X) is in the campus of UCDavis, then routers closer to X will statistically generate an iTrace message toward X right after the attack. On the other hand, it will take maybe a few minutes before the victim will see the first iTrace message from the border router of UCDavis.

A related problem to the above scenario is that many "useless" iTrace messages might be generated. While it might not be a big problem for a non-victim to receive iTrace messages, resources (CPU cycles, for example) are wasted and the tracing activities toward the true victim are delayed.

We propose a mechanism, "intention-driven" iTrace, to enhance the iTrace performance. Our objectives are:
(a) With a specified probability, the resources for generating iTrace messages will be spent, more likely, on packets toward DDoS victims. In other words, a selected set of destinations will have more than 1/20,000 probability to get iTrace messages.
(b) The total number of iTrace messages generated by each router remains the same. I.e., statistically still 1 over 20,000.
(c) The new mechanism is compatible with the current iTrace scheme such that we do not require every router to support the new mechanism.
(d) This new mechanism must be scaleable and simple to implement.

2. Intention-Driven iTrace:

2.1. Prob(iiT-Control): Probabilistic Control of Invoking "Intention" iTrace

For each router, a probability Prob(iiT-Control) (probability for intention iTrace) is given. Every time, when a packet is selected, through the standard iTrace scheme (1/20,000 probability), we will flip another random coin, controlled by Prob(iiT-Control), to determine whether this iTrace message should be sent "as it is" or we should invoke the "intention" iTrace mechanism.

For example, if Prob(iiT-Control) is 0.5, then 50% of the iTrace messages will be used to handle the "original" iTrace scheme, while the rest will be used for only those who really want to receive iTrace messages. While we dedicate 50% of the iTrace resources for the true victims, we essentially reduce the 1/20,000 iTrace probability to 1/40,000.
statistically for all the traffic.

2.2. iTrace Intention Bit (iiB) and iTrace Execution Bit (ieB)

A router conceptually has two tables: routing information table and packet forwarding table. We propose to associate each routing entry with one extra bit called "iTrace intention bit (iiB)". For each forwarding entry, we introduce a new bit called "iTrace execution bit (ieB)". In a routing table, more than one entries might have "iiB" on, while, in a forwarding table, normally at most one entry can have "ieB" on. However, if the ieB of a particular forwarding table entry is on but no data packets use this entry before the next iTrace trigger, then it is possible to have multiple one's in the forwarding table as well.

The "iTrace intention bit (iiB)" will be distributed via routing information protocols such as BGP. If the iiB for a particular route entry is 1, then the network destination under this route entry indicates its desire in receiving iTrace messages. For instance, some of them might be currently under serious DDoS attacks and they have running applications that will utilize the information being carried by iTrace messages. On the other hand, if the iTrace intention bit is 0, then it indicates that either the destination’s intrusion detection system does not believe that its network is under DDoS attacks or it believes that iTrace messages would not help to handle the attacks it observed. For instance, if an intrusion detection system detects that its network is under reflective DDoS attacks, then the normal (so called) "forward" iTrace messages will not help because iTrace messages will only lead to a huge number of reflectors, but not to the real DDoS slaves.

The "iTrace execution bit (ieB)" indicates that the very next data packet going through that forwarding entry must be iTraced. And, usually, right after this happens, this ieB bit will be cleared. Please note that the iTrace execution bit might be only conceptually associated with the forwarding table. In implementation, this extra bit might be completely outside of the packet forwarding process.

3. Packet Forwarding for Intention iTrace

In the original iTrace proposal, an iTrace message will be generated with a small probability. When an iTrace message is about to generate but the Prob(iiT-Control) control determines to invoke intention iTrace, instead of sending a normal iTrace message, an "iTrace trigger" will be generated. The frequency of iTrace trigger can happen at most 1/20,000 (i.e., if Prob(iiT-Control) is 1.0).

Under the intention iTrace, we separate the implementation into two parts: the processing for each incoming data packet and the processing for each iTrace trigger. Please note that it is desirable to have a very efficient per-data packet process, while it is more tolerable to spend more processing time for per-iTrace trigger processing.

3.1. Per-Data Packet Processing:

When an IP packet arrives, the router will first decide which forwarding entry should be used to forward this packet. If the iTrace execution bit for this route entry is 1, then an iTrace message is generated toward this particular packet. After the iTrace message is sent, the ieB bit for this entry will be set to 0 again. The following is the pseudo code (in C) for this part of processing:

```c
int
```
3.2. Per-iTrace-Trigger Processing:

When an iTrace trigger (i.e., a packet has been chosen for the regular iTrace, but the Prob(iiT_Control) control determines to invoke intention iTrace) occurs, instead of directly sending an iTrace message, the router will randomly choose one entry among all the "route" entries (not "forwarding" entries) with the "iTrace intention bit (iiB)" on. This random selection process can be as simple as a random number generation, or a round-robin fashion of selection (maybe based on traffic distribution) to enhance fairness.

The result of the selection process is a particular route entry with iiB on. Then, the corresponding forwarding entry will have its ieB set on. The following pseudo code is an "example" of how the selection "might" work:

```c
int periTraceTriggerProcess(RouteEntry *RETable)
{
    int i, iiB_count;
    int iTr_rand;

    iiB_count = 0;
    for(i=0; i<N; i++)
        if (RETable[i].iiB == 1) iiB_count++;

    if (iiB_count == 0)
    {
        invokeRegulariTrace();
        return 0;
    }

    iTr_rand = rand() % iiB_count;
    for(i=0; i<N; i++)
    {
        RouteEntry *re = &RETable[i];
        if (re->iiB == 1)
        {
            if (iTr_rand == 0)
            {
                re->fe->ieB = 1;
            }
            re->fe->ieB = 0;
            return 1;
        }
        iTr_rand--;
    }
    return -1;
}
```
3.3. The iTrace probability attribute

Instead of one constant probability, Prob(iiT-Normal), (e.g., 1/20000) in the normal iTrace, two different probability values are defined for intention driven iTrace: Prob(iiT-Intention) and Prob(iiT-Other). To "approximately" obtain these values, we propose the following method:

1. Assume that the traffic ratio for iiT-intention and iiT-other is Ratio(intention) and Ratio(other), respectively.
   
   \[ \text{Ratio(intention)} + \text{Ratio(other)} = 1.0. \]

2. \[ \text{Prob(iiT-Other)} = \text{Prob(iiT-Normal)} \times (1 - \text{Prob(iiT-Control)}) \]

3. \[ \text{Prob(iiT-Intention)} = \frac{\text{Prob(iiT-Normal)} - \text{Ratio(other)} \times \text{Prob(iiT-Other)}}{\text{Ratio(intention)}} \]

4. How to Distribute the iTrace Intention Value?

In this section, we present a way to distribute the Intention value for each router and for each route entry. We propose to have two new BGP community string values for the iTrace intention.

BGP community string, an existing BGP attribute, is a 32 bit unsigned integer. We would like to use one value to signal the positive intention to receive iTrace messages. In other words, including this intention community string means 1 for iiB. Only the originating AS may set the intention community string. The originating AS MUST apply a local dampening rule to limit the frequency of changes in the intention community string.

When a BGP router advertises the reachability of some network address, it will also attach the iTrace intention bit for that network. Therefore, when this BGP update is received by some downstream BGP routers, the intention value of the corresponding route entry will be updated the attached iiB. Furthermore, when BGP updates are aggregated, the iiB will also be aggregated.

Therefore, when a particular network is under DDoS attack, the intrusion detection system will inform the BGP router to boost up its iTrace receiving intention. This new iTrace intention bit will be distributed through the whole internet using BGP (or piggyback on BGP updates).

The exact value of the new community attribute values will be given in the later version of this draft.

5. Evaluation:

The proposed scheme will enhance the probability of receiving iTrace messages closer to the DDoS slaves.

The new extension is fairly simple to implement (as shown in the pseudo code) and the per-data packet processing overhead is reasonably small - one comparison operation. The memory cost for iiB might be a concern as we conceptually need one bit for each forwarding entry. However, we potentially can implement the same scheme without the requirement of adding one bit to the forwarding table. For example, we can choose a packet to iTrace among a pool of logged packets. The per-iTrace trigger process part is more expensive then the original iTrace proposal. While the overhead here mainly involves a random number generation (hardware can certainly speed up), this
process will happen very rarely (e.g., 1 in 20,000 packets at most).

Our proposal to distribute the intention values requires a small change to BGP. Furthermore, because of the nature of community string, it is not necessary to have all the routers supporting the new feature. I.e., even if we have sparsely a few new BGP routers supporting intention iTrace, these routers can still utilize the intention bits, while others traditional routers will still pass the intention bits around. Because of BGP route aggregation, our proposal will not increase the number of entries in the routing or forwarding tables.

6. Security Consideration:

Since our scheme will introduce exactly the same amount of iTrace messages as the original iTrace proposal, our proposal will not introduce any new vulnerability related to denial of service attacks based on the iTrace messages themselves.

Since we propose using BGP to distribute the intention values, our scheme is subject to the same security risks as BGP. The risks with respect to intention values would be that an attacker who can tamper with the BGP contents could modify the behavior of itrace to divert itrace away from the attacker’s location.

With the P_IIT control, destinations without the intention iTrace support can still receive iTrace messages but with a smaller probability such as 1 over 40,000. A malicious destination can distribute positive intention bits to attract more intention iTrace messages, but it still need to compete probabilistically against other DDoS victim over about 50% of the iTrace messages.
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